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✜

Painting has two essential modes; the line, which closes, and the color, which leaves
open. In nature (visually speaking, of course) they are one, but we tend to separate them
through analysis. So the problem for us is to unite them when we work.

– Myron Stout1
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I returned to school determined to learn how to paint abstractly, to paint with
color rather than merely draw with paint. Irritated by a sense that the more realistic my
paintings became, the less authentic they were to me, I was impelled by a suspicion that
abstraction rather than representation was my path to more lucid work and a more
sustainable studio practice. In search of feedback from a wider community of artists, I
also needed to strengthen my understanding of the foundations of modern art and to
become more aware of what has been and is now happening in contemporary art. Finally,
I hoped to figure out what it was about making art that really matters to me.
Currently, my strongest paintings embody an unresolved tension between
landscape and abstraction, calligraphic mark and the painted band. I have been able to
achieve a greater clarity of structure through a process in which, to paraphrase a key
critique I received, “the delivery is merged with the material and the content,” so that the
painting makes itself as it is being made.3 A good painting is at once simple and complex
and has a structure that depends upon this directness. It ‘is what it is,’ with a sense of
space that results from a small number of pivotal decisions – mostly about edge and color
– that preferably emerge from the process rather than are motivated by illusionistic
device. My best work hovers in an ambiguous visual zone perhaps not unlike the edge of
a shadow. I am trying, like many before me, to make paintings that embody both
spontaneity and control, that take a form that will allow the things I want to happen,
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happen. Primarily this consists of the criss-crossing of vertical and horizontal components
that set up a structure of value relationships that still allow the composition to stay open
enough for me to continue to revise color and edge. The morphological, almost syntactic
distinctions between horizontal and vertical, partial and complete, and equal and unequal
are not so much the content of the work as they are the engines running the process, and
process itself has become the content. As my understanding of making paintings
increases, and while I am neither the classicist nor the perfectionist he was, I have tried to
model my priorities if not my practice after that of Myron Stout, described by Sanford
Schwartz as one “involved with scale but not size, with image but not ‘gesture,’ with
expressiveness but not expressionism, with light but not conventional color.”4
Having remained open to experimentation (and as open as possible to critique)
over the past two years, I have managed to weed out some of the qualities that do not
contribute to a successful painting even as I discover what is essential to making it good.
I can conclude from investigations into mark making, color and scale that for now I am
not interested in making what I call ‘trophy’ art, paintings that simultaneously attract and
distance the viewer with their overwhelming beauty or perfection, expressionistic gesture
or heroic size. I want, instead, for the paintings to be intimate in quality if not always in
scale or size, compelling as a reflection of my own experience with the materials, and
accessible to the viewer because of the direct yet nuanced manner with which the paint is
“delivered.” I like to think of irregularities in a painted surface, like those that lend
individuality to someone’s smile, as “a feature, not a bug,” a testament to its humanity.
Whether straight or irregular, all of the edges in my work still feel hand-painted,
and at least appear as if ‘anybody could have done that.’ I hope to make abstract
4
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paintings in which symbolic reference or association is merged via composition and color
with the material reality of the paint so that the viewer’s experience of the way the paint
behaves is infused with my own forthright expression into a cohesive whole that becomes
the painting’s content. The realism in these abstract paintings is not one of resemblance,
but rather is contingent upon their nature, and upon the nature of the relationships
contained within them. While they consist of structurally simple variations on vertical
and horizontal bands and stripes and therefore seem to be based on the grid,
compositional and coloristic references to landscape have also recently re-emerged. I
have tried to test the limits of the inherent associative symbolism of the horizon line, by
seeing what does and does not serve to adequately undermine this overt landscape
reference. And by combining abstract landscape imagery with variations on simple
structures of geometric abstraction, I am trying to make paintings that operate curiously
on two levels at once, setting up a resonant dialogue between realism and abstraction.
In the brochure for an exhibition at Apex Art in 1998 called Original Scale that he
curated, poet and critic John Yau identifies scale, “derived from either the breadth of
human reach or the grid’s modular unit,” as being “connected to a panoramic impulse,
and thus a sense of landscape.”5 In an effort to determine what is required to differentiate
foreground and background without implying narrative content I have asked myself how
simultaneous contrast and relative value factor into spatial perception, and what is the
effect on a painting when its edges are blended or sharp, messy or carefully drawn. I have
found that altering these distinctions can alter both the impression of depth and the sense
of scale. As a curator, Yau was interested specifically in “work whose scale is determined
5
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by something intrinsic to the making of the work, the nature of the support, or the thing
that first attracted the artist’s attention...necessitated by things and events the artist
encountered in the course of everyday life, by a primary perception.”6 I am drawn to the
ambiguity that can arise from cropping such a primary perception out of its original,
‘realistic’ context – the contiguous colors of figure against ground (something with mass
against something atmospheric) in an observed landscape, for example. And I am
interested in the way tools and format contribute to the structure and content of an oil
painting. In some ways what I am doing today relates to the work of such artists as
Jennifer Bartlett, Joel Shapiro and Carl Andre of the late 1960s and ’70s that I saw and
admired at the time as a teenager making forays into SoHo. Richard Artschwager
described Joe Zucker’s paint-soaked cotton balls as a “module to establish scale,” which,
along with Bartlett’s dot, was unquestionably “a departure from the dominant modes of
both Pop and Minimalism.”7 Bartlett, “one of many in her generation of artists whose
encounter with Minimalism was transformative,”8 has referenced landscape in her plate
work for over three decades, repeatedly painting the loaded, iconic imagery of house,
tree, and mountain in dots or unfussy brushstrokes. By identifying what are for her the
fundamental constituents of content – number, scale, direction and serial development –
she has provided herself with endless permutations of form.
In his essay on the reality-based (though not necessarily ‘realistic’) art on exhibit
in New York during the fall of 2006, Donald Kuspit makes note of the “inherent problem
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of representing reality, which always has to be represented in a particular medium.”9 This
problem is rooted in the paradox that while artists commonly seek to make ‘expressive’
objects, as Hans Hofmann wrote in “Search for the Real,” “a thing in itself never
expresses anything. It is the relation between things that gives meaning to them and that
formulates thought.”10 For Hofmann, whatever “magic” there is in art lies in this
relationship between the sensation or thought and the physical object, which he called
“the phenomenon of a third fact.”11 Ever since modernism and modern media together
called into question similitude as a viable artistic enterprise, one of the most basic
conundrums in painting to have surfaced is closely related to this issue of expressive
content: how can perception, something experienced over time and often in three
dimensions or through memory, be transferred onto a two–dimensional surface that is
experienced more or less instantaneously? Hofmann is credited with teaching that “the
mystery of plastic creation is based upon the dualism of the two dimensional and the
three dimensional.”12 I feel this creation occurs when, in my horizontal banded paintings,
a single stroke of color serves to animate an entire array of values in a dance of
simultaneous contrast. The paintings with fewer, thicker bands and the vertical ones (all
of which will be described in more detail below) depend more often on accumulations of
color and associations with colors in nature. I am well aware (and in awe) of such
forebears as Sean Scully and, especially, Howard Hodgkin, whenever I manage to
achieve with paint an abstracted sense of place, atmosphere or light.
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A look back at the development of content in my work and how my process has
changed over the past two years underscores perhaps the most central lesson I have
assimilated: how intimately process and content are related in painting. My work just
prior to entering the MFA program vacillated between incursions into stubbornly flat and
unstructured abstractions based on cropped photos and slavish exercises in pictorial
representation. Using photographs of treetops as source material, I was struggling to
retain the spirit of expansive freedom and power that the first few paintings in the series
had. I was frustrated by a consciousness of both the beauty and power of the natural
world and the transformative capacity of paint that I was unable to reliably harness; it
seemed that the more refined and depictive a painting became, the more removed it got
from my motivation for painting it. Myron Stout puts this problem in even more
anthropomorphic terms: “When a painting ‘begins to die’ it is doing exactly that – it is
losing its connection with life – with reality.”13 After doing studies from observational
drawings that my first mentor had assigned in order to wean me from painting directly
from the photograph, I began to see that expressive content was more tied in with the way
the marks were made and looked than to any pictorial narrative. I still felt I was working
in a state of confusion, not knowing how to say where I was going or how to get there,
but now at least I could believe that it was possible for just the right line over here, or just
the perfect color over there, to save a painting.
I spent that first winter and spring deconstructing my own mark-making, and
studied color theory (including not only the old standbys Johannes Itten and Joseph
Albers, but ranging from J. W. von Goethe and M. E. Chevreul to Bridget Riley and
James Elkins), and wrote about how the ironic post-modernist paintings of Jonathan
13
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Lasker compared with Sean Scully’s modernist bricked “walls” of color (ultimately
resting firmly in Scully’s camp). My introduction to their work and to that of Mary
Heilmann during the very first residency have had more of an influence on me than I
suspected at the time, and every time I saw one of their paintings in person I gained a
deeper appreciation for what they have achieved. I had been completely naïve about Pop
art, blind to its subversive, deconstructivist nature, with little understanding of how selfcritique was the thread that bound Pop and Minimalism to high modernism, a tradition of
self-critique, according to Clement Greenberg, that was a legacy from the 19th century.
“The essence of Modernism lies, as I see it, in the use of characteristic methods of a
discipline to criticize the discipline itself, not in order to subvert it but in order to
entrench it more firmly in its area of competence.”14 I felt as if I was (rather
incompetently) reenacting the development of late modernism in my own studio, trying
out and throwing over abstract-expressionistic gesture for self-conscious brushstroke for
grid-based pattern paintings. In residence I acquired a broader range of vocabulary in
paint through studies of controlled brushstroke and edges, simulating gesture and
contrasting multiple surfaces within a single piece (like a timid acolyte of David Reed) as
I tried to come to terms with the abstract expressionist process in which mark-making is a
result of behavior that is allowed rather than behavior that is chosen. I also made some
smaller, more intuitive paintings that month which were the ones most often singled out
for praise, a cause for more frustration since they were the ones I gave the least thought
and effort while making. Then, while watching a demonstration on monotype
printmaking that May I suddenly (finally) saw that it was possible to paint with calm care
14
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and deliberation and still make marks that were fresh and spontaneous, that the key to
increasing my expressiveness was more, not less, control over my process.
But by the end of the first summer my work was even more inauthentic and
garbled, and I decided from that point on to limit my methods and materials to what was
working and what felt right. When I couldn’t get a brush to do what I wanted, I painted
with rollers and putty knives instead, and using a variety of widths of knives and rollers I
began that fall a series of pieces made with brayer marks and very little brushwork. The
circumscribed gesture and controlled application of the paint in the brayer marks
appealed to me, enabling me to keep the gesture without losing control of the material in
a muddy mess. I have gradually discovered what I want my paintings to be about and to
do, and how to go about making them do it. At many steps along the way I seemed to
make the most progress when I was willing to give up some aspect of my practice that I
had been stubbornly retaining. Although I had made some strong paintings while using
individual brushmarks as a kind of modular unit from which to build paintings, I could
not advance to the next level until I abandoned that restrictive requirement.
In May, 2006, I started working on panels in sizes that can be fit together, like
modules: 12” x 12”, 12” x 24”, and 24” x 18”, as an experiment. At first I tried working
in series and in triptychs and nine-squares, but it was only when, at the suggestion of my
mentor, I began to work with the format itself that things started coming into focus. The
12” x 24” format lends a verticality to compositions made up almost entirely of
horizontal bands of color, geometric abstractions that reference landscape and in
particular the horizon line. In a set of such panels painted in early spring of 2007, I made
a series of abstracted landscapes that were, like the groups just prior to it, generated from
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brushstrokes that stretched across multiple panels set on the floor, flush against one
another, which I then completed individually. I had not intended to paint landscapes, but
in this series there was only a single initial brushstroke, which went the short way across,
close to the middle of each panel, an undeniable ‘horizon line.’
This summer I have experienced a conceptual breakthrough related to thinking of
the colored bands within each panel as modules in themselves. In this body of work I
begin stand-alone paintings by painting a vertical 1 x 2 format into 2 squares, and then
divide each of the squares slightly unevenly into 2 more parts – resulting in four bands of
color. Skies broken up with clouds fill the top square, and below the horizon the
foreground at the bottom stretches back into a more distant middleground. With the right
colors any two bands can evoke a landscape, and any line a horizon. Color helps form
interconnections within a group of these paintings as it shifts from one band in a painting
to another, or turns up in one painting to the next. Sometimes colors emerge from mixing
on the palette or the surface of the painting, and sometimes they have an observed source,
like the colors of daylilies and chicory, or the variety of blue skies and sandy soils I grew
up observing on Cape Cod. In contrast to much of the intermediary stages, this work now
feels like my own, and something with which I can engage in an extended conversation.
What I especially like about these simple compositions is that they read as both
abstract landscapes and non-objective geometric abstractions. I found that I kept turning
the larger 1 x 2s (18” x 36” and 30” x 60”) around as I painted, because they seemed
more effective when oriented horizontally. This way the same horizontal band of color
can act in very different ways across the breadth of the canvas. In both kinds of paintings
– the vertical ones that reference landscape and the horizontal banded ones – the
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horizontal bands lay the spatial ground, while in some cases vertical stripes act to bring
definition to the space by providing a relational element from top to bottom. I am
currently developing a variation on this theme in which I start with a square and divide it
down the middle, giving me two 1 x 2 format modules which I can then choose to treat as
banded horizontals or divided verticals. When several paintings seem to form a group in
my mind, rather than identify a subject I classify them according to technique, like
‘brayer paintings,’ or as simple structural permutations, like ‘plaids,’ ‘stacked squares,’
‘banded ones,’ or ‘sets of twins.’ While it would not be unreasonable to think of the
simpler vertical abstract landscapes as ‘beach,’ or ‘grassland,’ in fact I think of them as
‘four bands of color’ (and, even more specifically, as two darker middle bands separated
by a central edge parallel to the frame, with slightly lighter bands above and below these,
separated by slanted edges). By classifying and sometimes assigning working titles to
specific pieces in this way, an organizing structure emerges from the process that I can
continue to freely interact with as I complete the painting.
Working once again on stretched canvas, I completed three paintings just before
writing this essay: two medium-sized vertical paintings, still in the 1 x 2 format or very
nearly so, and one larger horizontally banded canvas. Some paintings have two titles,
where the first one indicates a metaphoric or symbolic association and the second one is
quite literal and descriptive. In the first of the vertical ones, called Dusk; Two Sets of
Triplets, (because both the top and bottom squares are split into three bands) the top and
bottom square halves are each divided into three parts – so that the narrow/wide/narrow
on top and wide/narrow/wide on bottom combine to form alternating wide and narrow
bands top to bottom. In the other one, called Dawn; Bounty / Two Sets of Twins (for the
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paper towel print on the top half and the split ‘four bands of color’ in the bottom square)
the triplet is coupled with a square broken up into four bands of color, which is then
divided down the middle by a vertical stripe into two 1 x 2s. I went on to use these two
vertical paintings as studies for the last in the series, a large horizontal banded painting
that I call Slightly Shifted because of the small changes that occur from side to side.
These titles are like verbal windows into the semantics of the paintings, providing clues
as to how I hope they operate. Behind their rather simple structures lie several layers of
relationships that appeal to me, not the least of which is how in Dusk the alternating
width or value of the bands sets up equivalences so that alternation within a single square
becomes regularity when the two squares are combined and as two things become one.
The colors in the bottom half of Dawn, split into right and left sides, shifts from acting in
concert but still independently, to teaming up in pairs. The color values (two lighter
bands in the middle with relatively darker bands above and below) as well as the tiny
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cutaway in the vertical stripe causes theses colors to be read as two pairs of two bands
rather than ‘four bands of color.’ The dissected bottom square becomes two 1 x 2s, as
four single bands of color are transformed into four pairs of colored bands, rather than
two sets of four colors. This detailed description is meant to show that by their very
coexistence these simple yet total changes in relationships are charged with significance,
because they change what the painting is and does, without changing what it looks like.
Even pre-linguistic infants and animals can distinguish between one and two and three,
up to a certain point where it becomes ‘many.’ Nature is defined by integral division, as
light divides the day into two, two zygotes combine to create one being, and the horizon
divides the earth from the sky.
I am increasingly aware of how hue, value, saturation, shape and inflection of
every brushstroke affect not only its immediate surroundings, but the entire painting.
Making a painting has become about how I get around the surface I am building –
moving from color to color, seeing relationships and allowing them to form and develop.
Personal gesture in abstract painting has evolved in parallel with an understanding of the
“event space” of the picture plane, as it developed from automism through Abstract
Expressionism – where the brushstroke is often mistakenly seen as a manifestation of
emotion – past the post-modernist Pop Art critique of the fallacy of purely spontaneous,
autographic mark-making, to more recent and contemporary work in which the chaos of
accidental events interacts with the order and geometry inherent in the natural world.
Jonathan Lasker and Thomas Nozkowski obsessively refine the painted mark into signs
and symbols, in (respectively) self-conscious or naturalistic vocabularies of gestures.
Tomma Abst, like Myron Stout, finds her forms through the process of painting, but
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unlike his, her finished work not only still displays the traces of that search but the whole
surface is activated, creating deeper and more elaborate space than Stout’s generally do.
I am most struck, however, by some of Mary Heilmann’s paintings for their
simple yet sophisticated compositions and color combinations that are both direct and
ambiguous, setting off a play between gesture and space that let her marks speak for
themselves, as engines of action rather than dissemblance. In her essay for the catalogue
to Heilmann’s upcoming retrospective To Be Someone, Elizabeth Armstrong writes that
in Heilmann’s paintings the “minimal physical means was mirrored in the minimum of
information they offered. She worked hard to keep her paintings unreadable, with just
enough irony and distance to keep content and meaning at bay.”15 In making paintings
that waver between abstract landscape and geometric abstraction, simple forms
comprised of ‘expressive’ edge and color, I hope to achieve a specificity of association
that still allows for open interpretation. My own work in series has also begun to touch on
issues of temporality and the cinematic that bring to my mind the work of Jeff Wall and
even more so of Hiroshi Sugimoto, whose photographs of seascapes create what one
reviewer called a “heightened awareness of adjacency.”16 Even when we cannot see the
horizon hidden behind mist or darkness in their photographs, we sense the change in
substance and the “subtle play between opposites”17 that we know is there. When a
surface is imbued with character – or multiple characters – illusion becomes reality.
Ever since the seventh grade, when I wrote a paper on illusion and reality in
Charles Dickens’ book Great Expectations, I have grappled intellectually with this
15
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problem of distinguishing the one from the other. In fact, a fascination with this
dichotomy is probably the reason why I am an artist, and my studio practice has gradually
become focused on it. With characteristic clear thinking, Hans Hofmann formulated it in
this way:
Appearance is two dimensional. Reality is three dimensional. Hence the
conceptions of three dimensionality and two dimensionality are identified with the
terms reality and appearance. The process of seeing is based upon appearance –
whereas experience is based upon the effect of the appearance on us.18
In setting up as a “recurring issue” for artists the “problematic relationship between
seeing and touching, and thinking and knowing, and thus between distance and
proximity,”19 John Yau writes: “Within philosophical terms, it can be said that gesture
privileges the body over the mind, while the grid privileges the mind over the body.”20
But the mind and the body are interconnected. The sand underneath a passing cloud is not
actually purple, though it is cooler than the surrounding sunlit sand, and the incongruity
of one substance being two colors – yellow and purple side by side – is one that our mind
has no difficulty unraveling, given enough context. Color changes within a single plane –
the factual description of any painted canvas – resolve in our minds into either fact or
fiction, sense or nonsense. Color in context brings to mind symbolic associations as we
strive to make sense of what we see. When I stand on a shadow I stand on something
there, not on something missing. A shadow is a reality that creates an illusion. A painting
is an illusion that creates a reality.

✜✜
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